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Margaret Peters is assistant professor in the Department of Political Science at Yale University.  She is also a

resident faculty fellow at the Institute for Social and Policy Studies and a faculty fellow at the Leitner Program

in Comparative and International Political Economy and at the MacMillan Center.

Prior to coming to Yale, she was assistant professor and Thrice Family Scholar at the  University of

Wisconsin-Madison.  Her research focuses broadly on international political economy with a special focus on

the politics of migration.  She earned her Ph.D. from Stanford University in 2011.  Her dissertation on the

relationship between trade and capital policy and immigration policy won the American Political Science

Association’s Helen Dwight Reid award for the best dissertation on international relations, law and politics.  

Her work has appeared in International Organization, World Politics, and International Interactions. She

teaches classes on international political economy and migration. 

 

ABSTRACTABSTRACT

What explains surges in migration?  Dominant theories emphasize conditions of violence or poverty in

sending countries.   However, these factors alone are unable to explain sudden migration waves.  Sharp

spikes in migration, like the current refugee crisis in Europe or last summer’s flow of Central American children across the U.S. border,

contrast with often long-standing problems of violence and poverty. Moreover, migrants from nonviolent regions are attracted to join

these flows when violence spikes elsewhere.  

This project seeks to advance our understanding of migration by explaining the onset of waves, as well as the informational or social

dynamics that magnify and perpetuate a migration wave once it emerges, through a new survey of Syrian refugees and other migrants in

Jordan, Turkey, and Greece. 
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